
Final Exam Part Two                                Private Eye Class 
 

FINAL EXAM (Meta-Meta) Part 2: Let’s Go to the Map! 
 

It can’t be...it CAN’T be! If your theory is correct--and doubtlessly it is--Carmen Sandiego’s goal 
here in Boston is the theft of the MBTA itself! The entire rail system--the heart of the city--will be 
stolen if you can’t figure out where Carmen is hiding! There’s only thing we can do now...we had 

to reserve it for the truest, most deadly emergency of all. Some of the information isn’t 
there--you’ll have to fill in the gaps based on the twenty things you’ve learned today. And if we 
know Carmen, she’s likely adopted the local accent to try and blend in. But we can’t delay any 

longer...it’s time to unleash ACME’s most powerful secret weapon of all... 
 

DO IT, ROCKAPELLA! 
 

One, two, three, YEAH! 
Doo-bop, shoo-ba-doo-ba-doo-bop, shoo-ba-doo-ba-doo, bop-- 

Shoo-ba-doo-bop shoo-doo-bop-doo-bow! 

 

Well, she boards the train on Red, 
And her first stop’s Mr. VISUAL ARTS.  
Then she makes the leap to Green-- 
Check the GRAMMAR (she’s a Scot!) 

On the Blue Line, she’ll drop by 
Make a COMPUTING-ment ‘about gumshoes-- 

Tell me,  
Where on the T is Carmen Sandiego? 

Steal their boots at GEOGRAPHY! 
And a base or two at PHONICS! 

Next’s the spotlight at PERFORMING ARTS, 
Then a kiss while MATHEMATICS-bound. 

A jaunt back to Orange for 
An POLITICAL SCIENCE row-based field day! 

Tell me, 
Where on the T is Carmen Sandiego? 



She goes from LUNCH  
To PUBLIC HEALTH (ow)-- 

‘Round TRANSLATION (Circle up, now!) 
Then MATHS AND SCIENCE-- 

Underhand 
Dealing’s her game! 

Make it choppy, SOCIAL STUDIES, 
Then a swim at the CHEMISTRY! 
Stays on Blue to be a ZOOLOGY 

Then snaps Red to LIBRARY’s tunes! 
Sees a dude named Chaz at GYM-- 
Hey, I wonder if she’ll marry ‘em! 

Tell me,  
Where on the T is Carmen Sandiego? 

Ooh, I heard on the lowdown 
She stopped at HISTORY 

 Lo mein there’s 
Insane there 

She won’t leave a tip! 
Green wraps up at LITERATURE 

(Mr. President, your square--wonder!) 
One last trip to LANGUAGE ARTS to wrap-- 

Then returns to her new base! 
She may take every last car-- 

But she sure won’t steal your thunder! 
Tell me, 

Where on the T is Carmen Sandiego? 
WATCH YAH BACK!  


